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SBA Elects Board
by Loretta Frederick

Al Bonin was elected
President of the Student Bar
Association at the ti rst
meeting of the new Board of
Governors on April 16th. Pat
Maloney,
this
year's
President, cond1,Jcted the last
meeting of the old board,
seated the new, held the
election for next year's
President, after tallying the
votes, turned the chair over
to Bonin.

President, Al Bonin

Bonin, a second year
student who served on the
Board this year and was
active in SBA activities as a
freshman,
pledged
his
continued
efforts
to
represent the interests of the
student body to the faculty
and administration. He
acknowledged that several
problems remain to be dealt
with by the student government, but lauded the efforts
of the past board, citing the
accomplishment of the
school library move, purchase of furnishings for the
student lounge, re-institution
of the faculty evaluation
surveys, and sponsorship of
the
Saturday
Seminar
Series.
Three other officers of the
SBA Board were elected at

the meeting. The new Vice
President is Carrie Sachs,
another second year student
who has served as one of her

V-P, Carrie Sachs
class representatives two
years ago. Sachs, an active
member of the WMCL
Women's Caucus, indicated
in her brief presentation to
the Board before the election
that she intended to give
strong support as V. P. to the
Caucus and women's interests in general. She was a
part of the core of students,
including Steve Rowley, Al
Bonin, and Mark Cosimini,
who were responsible for the
drafting of the Student Code
now being considered for
adoption
by
the
administration.
Steve Rowley, third year
representative, was elected
Secretary of the Board. He

has experience in that
capacity, as he served in that
office two years ago under
President
Al
Shapiro.
Rowley was active in the
efforts to mobilize the
students under what has
been come to be known as the
Reform Platform. Several of
his goal in serving on the
Board revolve around more
active representation of
students' interests as wel I as
higher visibility and increased accountability of the
SBA to the student body.
One of the second year
representatives,
Bob
Gjorvad, was elected to the
office of Treasurer of the
Board. He is a welcome
addition to the Board as he
has some accounting and
bookkeeping background
and is willing to put forth the
time and effort required to
handle the SBA's finances
next y ear.

Treas., Bob Gjorvad

Sec., Steve Rowley

The three other third year
students elected by their
class as SBA representatives
are Helen Dovolis, Todd
Young and Mike Moriarity.
Tom Lovett is the fourth
representative to the Board
from next year's third year
class.
Dennis Strand, a write-in
candidate, has been selected
by his section to serve on the

No. 6 .
SBA, as has Charlie Giannetto, who was a Board
member this year and Marc
Suggs. Despite SBA by-laws
that
allow
only
four
representatives to be elected
from
each
class,
two
students were seated as oner esp resent a ti v e.
Barb
Louise11 and Reyne Rofuth
received an overwhelming
mandate of their class to
serve on the Boa rd together
as one representative. There
was some question whether
the by-laws could possibly be
interpreted as allowing such
an arrangement, but the
Board agreed to seat the
students as one representative with one vote. The
suggestion was made, and
apparently will be taken,
that the by-laws be changed
by the usual referendum
process to reflect the policy
decision of the SBA on future
questions of this nature.
A school-wide election was
also held for the three
positions on the Board that
are not classs representatives. Chris Sitzmann was
re-elected to the office of
WMCL's representative to
the Law Student Division of
the ABA. Sitzmann was
recently awarded the "Silver
Key" by the Governor of the
Eighth Circuit of the LSD in
recognition of his outstanding
accomplishments
as representative. Loretta
Frederick, running unopposed, was elected Editor of
the OPINION, and Elizabeth
Murphy was seated as the
MP I RG representative. The
latter post is a non-voting
position of the Board.
Representatives of next
year's first year class will be
elected in the fall.
The next meeting of the
Board is scheduled for
Saturday, May 21 at 10:00
A.M. The new members
would like to welcome any
students who are interested
in attending.

Radmer
Resigns
Debby
Radmer,
Placement Director and
Financial Aids Officer at
WMCL, has submitted her
resignation effective May 6,
1977. Citing personal reasons
and administrative differences, Radmer notified
Deans Stine and Green last
Friday. Radmer has been
the Placement Director and
Financial Aids Officer since
April of 1974 - the year the
office was established at
Mitchell.
When asked why she was
leaving, Radmer responded
that there were some personal reasons. One is
displeasure over the office
hours she was told to keep.
She was originally hired on a
four day work week with
limited evening hours. When
Mitchel I moved into the new
facility she was told to work
five days a week and to keep
more and later evening office hours.
Radmer observed that
while it is important to keep
evening hours to assist
working students, it is
equally important to keep
hours during the day when
prospective employers can
contact the office. She felt
that it was unrealistic for the
administration to insist on
more office hours without
substantially increasing the
office staff.
According to Radmer, "If
we kept the office open as
much as everyone wants us
to, my secretary and I would
have to work completely
different shifts and we would
never see each other."
Continued on page

a

Dismissal Over Attendance Sparks Protest
On Thursday, April 21,
1977, the Faculty Appeals
Committee (FAC) heard the
appeal of a 3rd year student
who had been dismissed
from Mitchell for failure to
attend classes. The Committee ruled that he should
be dismissed from one of his
classes - Conflicts of Laws
- but they did not dismiss
him from the remainder of
his classes.
During
the
hearing,
Assistant Dean Stine set out
the policy on class attendance. After a student has
missed 20 percent of his
classes he will be sent a

notice stating his absences
and warning him that it
should not continue. If there
is no improvement in the
student's
attendance
practices, he will receive a
second letter requesting that
he come in for a conference
to discuss the matter. If the
student misses any classes
thereafter,
the
administration will poll the
student's professors to see if
they feel the student should
be dismissed. Depending on
their observations and the
Dean's view of the matter he
may or
may not be
dismissed. Most likely, the

student will be dismissed subject. Conceding that
with the order stayed penattending class "can be a
valuable experience . . . in
ding his right to appeal. The
student cannot miss any
terms of going beyond 'book
classes after the conference,
learning'," the students
unless prior approval of the
argued that class was not the
Dean is obtained.
only way to learn. To use
class attendance as an inStudents dissatisfied with
William Mitchell's man- - dication of what one learned
datory attendance pol icy was seen as unnecessary
tests,
written
have sent a letter of protest given
assignments, and the bar
to Dean Bruce Burton.
exam.
In their letter to Dean
Pointing out the varying
Burton, the students expractices among the faculty
pressed concern that the
administration might be
in taking roll - some who
assuming that the number of
take it and some who don't the students reasoned that
classes attended reflected
any attempt to now enforce
what one knew about the

the attendance policy woula
be unfair, and to dismiss a
student for attendance would
be arbitrary. In closing, the
students asked that any
student whose standing at
Mitchell has been jeopardized be reinstated in good
standing,.
The students are currently
seeking signatures for their
petition asking that the
mandatory
attendance
policy be eliminated. Interested students may sign
up in the lounge.

See Letter Page 2
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the editor's column
By Michael Moriarity

Last issue we reported on
the progress that was being
made in writing a student
code.
We
erroneously
reported that it had the
approval
of
the
administration. That portion of
the report was incorrect and
we apologize for the mistake.
Since that time the Student
Code Committee has met
with representatives of the
administration and many of
the code sections have been

deleted
or
drastically
changed. One student on the
Committee observed that it
was hardl.Y recognizable
when compared to the draft
that was printed in the last
issue of the OPINION . The
code will be brought before
the faculty for their approval
at their next meeting . T he
chances of the Code being
adopted
are
ter m ed
"unlikely.'

This is the last issue of the
OPINION for this school
year. As such, it is a fitting
time for me to thank the
student body for i1s support
of our paper, the SBA Board
of
Governors
for
its
¢ooperation, Dean Burton
and his administration for
their assistance, and the
OPINION staff for its very
special dedication, time, and
talent. I am hopeful that our
readers found the OPINION
not only interesting and
educational, but helpful in
keeping abreast the affairs
of the law school. I leave my
post to my very capable
Associate Editor Loretta
Frederick knowing that even

greater things are in the
OPINION'S future.
For the OPINION , it has
been a generously rewarding
year. Under the direction of
Business Managers Larry
Klun and Jim Kroner we
were able to engage in a
more active advertising
campaign. The result has
·meant substantial savings to
all students as we have been
able to reduce our SBA
subsidy from $3500 to $600.
Whether we will be able to
publish a paper in the future
that will be self supporting
remains to be seen, but
advertisers willing, we will
try.
In closing, let me urge you

just one more time to consider joining the OPINION
staff -the experience is
rewarding, educational, and
fun. Next year, three halftuition waivers will be
available for OPINION
editorial
staff.
Those
positions are now vacant and
interested students should
contact Loretta Frederick at
the OPINION office in Room
316 (phone 225-6753) . There
are plans to put out a summer issue, and it would be an
ideal time for you to discover
your journalistic skills.
I thank you for the opportunity to serve you i;IS
editor and I look forward to
the next issue

letter
Dear Dean Burton,
We understand dismissal
proceedings have been
commenced against several
students for failure to attend
classes. We write this letter
to you as students who are
concerned about William
Mitchell, the students involved,
and all
other
students. We should like to
disagree very strongly with
this policy.
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There is no question that
attending class can be an
invaluable experience for
students in terms of going
beyond "book learning".
Classes provide a forum for
questions and answers, insights from professors with
their
specialized
legal
knowledge, and, at Mitchell,
the experience of practicing
attorneys. But attending
classes is not the only way to
learn, and attending a
particular number of classes
is no indication of what a
student has learned.
Every student attending
Mitchell has proven time and
time again, from Kindergarten through college,
that he or she can suceed in
school. Standards for admission to Mitchell are very
high and this results in
classes of students who have
proven that they can succeed
in educational pursuits in
terms of_ grades and LS.A. T.
scores. At this point students
have already gone through at
least 16 years of formal
education. By now we know
ourselves, to know how to be
creative and responsible
adults.
Law
school
provides
continual
methods
of
evaluating the performance
of
students,
their
capabilities,
and
their

dedication to the practice of
law. Students are tested
vigorously in all their
classes, evaluated in clinical
programs and in written
assignments. We all face one
of the most vigorous tests of
our lives in the bar exam.
This evaluation is sufficient
to determine a 1aw student's
knowledge and abilities.
Students should not be
dismissed from law school
for missing a number of
classes. Class attendance is
not a measure of performance. Future greatness
and leadership in the law
does not hinge on class attendance. Former Supreme
Court Justice William 0.
Douglas writes in his
autobiography of the difficulties he had in attending
law school classes.
We believe that a good
educational institution encourages creativity · and

respects individual learning
styles and differences. In
addition to our disagreement
with the policy itself, we
must point out that the attendance standards stated in
the school rules are vague
and, two, that the enforcement
policy
is
necessarily arbitrary given
the varying practices of the
faculty. It is unfair to enforce
the school attendance policy
with the dismissal sanction
when some professors take
attendance and some don't.
We respectfully request
that William Mitchell attendance policy be reconsidered and changed so that
dismissal is not used as a
sanction for failure to attend
classes. We further request
that those students whose
standing
have
been
jeopardized be reinstated in
good standing.
Thank you,
(Signed by 30 studen1s)

I

the deans' column
by. Dean Bruce Burton
Mike Moriarity, Editor-inChief of the Opinion for 197677, recently asked that
Assistant Deans Green and
Stine and I compose a series
of columns for the Opinion
which would summarize the
just-completed school year
from
our
respective
viewpoints. There are a
number of events dating
back to 1975 which I think are
of long range historical
significance bearing upon
the life and times of William
Mitchell College of Law.
From my perspective the
majority of my work has
been involved in facilities
and fund-raising matters
during this period.
During Summer 1975 the
law school found itself faced
with a serious crisis relating
essentially to its physical
plant. The former quarters
at 2100 Summit Avenue had
once been adequate for the
size of the student body and
of the library in the late 1950s
through the late 1960s.
However, a number of
classrooms were eventually
"cannibaliZed" to make
space for additions to the
library collection and one
classroom
was
"cannibalized" for additional
office and administrative
space. The result was a
severe shortage of classroom
space,
particularly
on
evenings of maximum class
scheduling. Simultaneously
the size of the student body
had grown - parallel to the

experience of most schools
around the United States
during the past 10 or 12 years
- and the upshot was that
WMCL was conducting
classes in five separate
buildings scattered around a
three block area. Our chief
benefactor during those
years was the College of St.
Thomas. The College of St.
Th-0mas had annually agreed
to lease classrooms to
WMCL at essentially a cost
of operation and maintenance figure and this made
it possible for the law school
to continue to operate.
However,
St.
Thomas
notified WMCL that at the
end of the 1975-76 school year
classroom leasing wou Id not
be available; this was due to
intensive increases in the
programs offered in the
evening by the College of St.
Thomas.
During the period Summer
1975 to Spring 1977 intensive
efforts were undertaken by
the Board of Trustees,
faculty, and administration.
Sites were examined and
ultimately a -successful
transaction was negotiated
whereby WMCL moved its
present campus at 875
Summit and ultimately
acquired not only the present
law school building but the
adjacent three story convent
building which has now been
renovated into a genuine
"law center."
Our need to move to the
new quarters prior to the

by Dean Curtis Stine
·Dean Burton has asked me
to review the past academic
year and to look forward to
the next from my perspective as Assistant Dean.
Obviously, there are many
matters of concern to you
which are within my area of
responsibility but rather
than say a little about each, I
would prefer to concentrate
on one area of particular
concern, financial aid. Since
well over 112 of our students
rely upon financial aid in
some form and because of
the present uncertainty in
the student loan program, I
think it a pertinent subject.
The
three
areas
of
financial aid at the school
a·r e scholarships, the workstudy program, and student
loans. In each, the past year
has brought significant
changes which will affect
most of you. Traditionally,
scholarship funds available
to students through the
school have been very
limited in amount with
reliance on largely unsolicited gifts from individuals and law firms and
rental revenues from the
New
Bookstore.
In
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recognition of the need for
additional scholarship funds,
"the school is now actively
seeking $100,000 in such
funds as a part of its fund raising campaign. This
effort has already resulted in
establishment of the Richard
C. Schall Annual Scholarship
Award
and
Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing
Scholarship for students with
particular interest and
achievement in the areas of
business and corporate law,
Grotto Foundation Minority
Scholarships,
Northwest
Area Foundation Native
American Scholarships, and
The Warren E. Burger
Entrance Scholarship for an
entering student. All of these
scholarships
will
be
available during the 1977-78
academic year. In addition
to
these
spacialized
scholarships, the school
hopes to increase general
scholarship funds available
for next year. ,
The second aid program
which is completing its first
year of operation at the
school is the work-study
program through which
Continued on page 10

commencement of classes in
Fall 1976 necessitated a very
"fast track" method of architectural· design, · construction, and moving of the
library, equipment, and
supplies. Repeatedly during
the construction and moving
period, decisions had to be
made which had significant
impact. Luckily, the choice
of architect and contractor,
the consultation with the
American Bar Association
consultants respecting the
facility and library design,
the actua I construction on
the site and the moving of
quarters were accomplished
in reasonable fashion and in
the nick of time for the start
of classes in Fall 1976.
Simultaneously it was

necessary to evacuate the
former quarters and to
establish to workable law
library in the new building.
As many of you reading this
column
are
personally
aware, a group of students,
faculty, and their spouses
undertook the moving of the
bulk of the law school library
collection through massive
voluntary efforts on a couple
of very hot weekends during
Summer 1976.
This school year found
WMCL addressing itself to a
series of important and often
critical matters as we
became accommodated to
the
new
facility
and
discovered its strengths and
weaknesses.
Although
literally scores of scores of
physical problems have
arisen in the past 9 months of
our occupancy, none of them
mushroomed
to
un-

manageable proportions.
Examples of some critical
situations that accompanied
the transition year are the
following:
1. The difficulties of
heating, maintaining, insuring, and keeping secure
our former buildings at 2093
Grand Avenue (the former
law clinic building) and at
2100 Summit Avenue (the
former main law school
building).
2. The large unknowable
economic factors respecting
the cost of utility service,
fuel, security, and other
expenses
needed
in
operating the new facilities.
Continuing efforts ar~ made
to find ways to keep a lid on
such items.
3. The creation of a
Development Office and a
Continued on page 10

by Dean Marvin Green
When you received a letter
of acceptance qualifying you
for admission to the William
Mitchell College of Law you
successfully negotiated but
the first of the hurdles along
the road to your ultimate
goal and objective which is
the utilization of your legal
education in some employment category. There
are additional hurdles to be
successfully negotiated, of
course, such as successfully
completing your academic
career so that you are entitled to be graduated and
receive a degree and then, of
course, passing the bar
examination.
Only then are you in a
position to accomplish the
final hurdle, that of obtaining
employment as a lawyer.
Unfortunately, far too many
students wait until they have
graduated before they give
serious consideration to
obtaining employment as a
lawyer and only a few have
approached the matter
wisely by keeping it ever in
mind from the day of their
entrance into sctiool.
Some observations from
our
last
Definitive
Placement Survey will shed
some light on the matter of
where most of the William
Mitchell College of Law
graduates find employment.
This survey relates to our
January, 1976 graduates and
was completed November
8th of 1976. Of the 80 out of 97
graduates (82 percent)
responding to the survey, 75
(94 percent of those reporting) were employed as
attorneys
with
the
predominant category being
private practice. Seventy
percent of those responding
were in private pradice and
SO percent of those so employed were in firms of one to
five attorneys, 28 percent of
those so employed were in
firms of six to fifteen attorneys and 9 percent in
firms of sixteen to fifty attorneys. The vast bulk, then,
of this recent graduating

class found employment with
the small and medium size
law firms.
Most small law firms, and
to a somewhat lesser degree
the medium size firms, are
engaged in a relatively
general practice. As a rule of
thumb, the larger the firm,
the greater the tendency for
specialization within the
firm.
When interviewing, an
employer will look to at least
the first three of the
following:
1) Class standing
2) Are you a "will do" and
"can do" individual?
3) Practical experience in
the law while attending
school.
4) Specialization within the
law school curriculum.
Certainly you can, from
the day you enter, set out to
accomplish your ultimate
objective by taking your
studies very seriously and
working to accomplish a high
class standing. As to the
second, whether you are a
"will do" and "can do"
person; you can accomplish
much by self-evaluation of
character and efforts toward
becoming that type of individual. Work experience
while in school is very important
because
your
prospective
employer,
particularly the small firm,
must bear in mind that for a
period of time you will not be
sufficiently productive to
pay your over-head. Such
employer is obviously and
understandibly interested in
your reaching that point at
the earliest possible date. It
is in this connection that
practical experience while
still in school is a great
advantage in seeking ultime
employment as an attorney.
In that most of
the
prospective employers are
not engaged in a highly
specialized
practice,
specialization within our
curriculum may or may not
be an advantage. Certainly if
you set your cap for a

specialized practice you
should specialize within our
curriculum and then concentrate your efforts on
finding the gap to fill. On the
other hand, to specialize so
dramatically
that
you
deprive yourself of a broad
base of learning in the law
may work · to your disadvantage in obtaining employment in the small
general practice firm which
is looking for a new lawyer
with some ability from day
"one" to handle the routine
bankruptcy, divorce,
misdemeanor,
personal
injury, home purchase, and
probate cases.
In sum, start to prepare
yourself to attain your
ultimate objective, employment as an attorney,
from the day you enter law
school. Do this by attaining
the highest class standing
possible, making of yourself
an individual willing to work
hard and demonstrating
your ability to function in the
law by practical work experience while in school.
Whatever the capacity in
which you seek to be employed, the degree of your
accomplishment of the
foregoing will be directly
related to the ease with
which you find employment
in the job of your choice.
As a final note, I want you
to be aware that each year
there are numerous excellent employment opportunities in
out-state
Minnesota that go unfilled
for lack of applicants. While
it may be very natural to
have a desire to stay in the
metropolitan
area
you
should not off-handedly
dismiss job opportunities
located out-state. There are
many excellent firms located
in out-lying areas and if you
avail yourself of an opportunity to interview with
them you may very well
accomplish the final objective of this entire process,
that is, employment as an
attorney.

Poge,t
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Women's· Conference Held
by Barbara Gislason
There was a pregnant
pause as the lady lawyers
mulled over the legal fiction
perpetrated by the Court in
Gilbert v. General Electric.
By what must be some sort of
"trick" the Court denied the
link
between
sex
discrimination
and
pregnancy and arrived at a
"negative pregnant."
Gilbert is "so abominable
it's hard to read," stated
Mary Dunlap of Equal
Rights Advocates, Inc., of
San Francisco, as she
characterized the Court as
going beyond a legal fiction
to a "legal lie". She viewed
General Electric's record of
knowingly and maliciously
manipulating its female
workers, coupled with the
Court's
shift
from
a
discriminatory effect burden
of proof standard to a
discriminatory
intent
standard, as politically indicative of the Court's
decision to deny women a
basic ingredient of equality.
In Gilbert, the Court held
that G.E.'s failure to include
pregnancy disabilities in
their disabilities plan was
violative of Title VII.
Mary Dunlap was the soul
of the Eighth National
Women and the Law Conference held in Madison,
Wisconsin; Gilbert was its
rallying point.
While making her key note
address to the several
thousand Conference participants
New
York
Congresswoman
Elizabeth
Holtzman stated, "And we
used to think (the Court)
believed in motherhood.
Nine women couldn't reach a
decision so oblivious to
biological reality."
Holtzman outlined her role
in a bipartisan bill to
eradicate the effects of
Gilbert, brought the crowd to
its feet.
There were many other
rallying points in the Conference which offered over
150 high quality panels; the
ERA vote in Florida, a
lesbian custody case in
Vermont, the effects of
Veteran's preference in Civil
Service, the ramifications of
the abortion fund slash in the
Hyde Amendment, and the
music of an inspiring
feminist musician composer,
Margie Adams, known for
the funky song "Sleazy."
The conference provided
workshops on every con-

ceivable aspect of women
and the law. These include
Women in the Military, Title
VI I Developments, Welfare
Advocacy,
Prostitution,
Grand Juries, Lesbians
Married to Men, Women in
Athletics, Insurance,
Marriage
Contracts,
Lawyers as Mothers, and the

ERA.
Participants received brief
biographies
of
the
distinguished
women
panelists and a 226 page
publication containing panel
outlines
and
extensive
bibliographies. In addition,
tapes were·available on 129
panels and volumes of good
literature provided. There
was ample opportunity to
meet the women in the
forefront of women's rights
litigation, lobbying, and
research, ad infinitum.
Some panelists asked that
participants provide their
names and addresses in
order to establish a topical
information network. The
panel on Women in Athletics
found this procedure invaluable in that their l 112
hour conference could well
have lasted the entire three
days.
Recognizing that conference discussions typically
lend themselves to dreadfully dull journalism, the
remainder of this article
takes on a pragmatic twist ..
bits and
pieces of
outrageous events, cute
quotes, and miscellaneous
facts presented in random
fashion.
BITS

CHAMBER ETIQUETTE
When opposing counsel
refers to you as "little lady"
retort with "big boy". Jane
Picker
WOMEN COPS Too
often "ghettoized on vice
squads." Hon. Marilyn Hall
Patel.
ERA-Three more states!
CUBAN FAMILY CODE
(1974) Mandates that
when women work, men
undertake 50 percent of child
care and household duties.
WOMEN COACHES Generally excluded when
teaching
positions
are
coupled
with
coaching
positions, particularly in
small towns.
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
When you invade the
status quo, you engender
"heat, noise, friction, and
waste." Barbara Hill.
FEDERAL
RESERVE

BOARD Opposed the
Equal Credit Act and has
never had a woman serve on
the Board.
PIECES

STATISTICS

ON
In
1975, 36,998,000 women were
in the work labor force; in
1974, men's weekly earnings
exceeded women's by $97.00;
women with four years of
college earned less than men
who completed eighth grade;
and 32 percent of female
heads of households had
income below the poverty
level.
THE HYDE AMENDMENT
Passed
by
Congress in September, 1976,
as part of the Labor-HEW
Appropriations Bill for 197677, the Bil I provides that no
funds may be used for
abortions, except to save the
woman's life. By withholding
these Medicaid payments to
poor women, the "right to
choose" becomes limited to
those who can pay for it.
Over 13 lower federal courts
have
held
that
state
restrictions on Medicaid
payments for abortions
violates equal protection.
The Supreme Court heard
arguments for two cases
involving Medicaid funds for
abortions and will rule this
year.

WORKING WOMEN -

GRAND JURY REFORM
- Both a women's issue and
a
people's
issue,
the
inquisitional tone of modern
grand juries is under firey
attack. A 1976 Louisville
Times editorial summarized
the issue stating, "There is
considerable evidence that
grand juries have been used
to harrass persons who could
not be convicted in regular
court proceedings, to gather
information about dissident
political groups, and to serve
as an investigatory arm of
the FBI." Mai or reform
provisions being considered
in Congress include abolition
of
'forced'
immunity
limitations on contempt
confinements and restrictions on subpoena powers.
ELDERLY WOMEN AND
POVERTY
Although
poverty is a well recognized
problem among the aged,
women
are
disproportionately affected and sex
discrimination is an obvious
culprit. Because of life-long
discriminatory
hiring
practices and lower pay
scales,
women
receive
smaller retirement incomes
than men. Part time work,
undertaken by many women,
is seldom covered by private
pension plans. Under the
Social Security system, a
divorced homemaker will
not receive benefits unless
she has been married at least

ABA Backs ERA
CHICAGO, April 11 -The
president of the American
Bar Association urged state
and local bar leaders today
to support ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment.
In letters to organized bar
leaders in the 15 states which
have failed to pass the
proposed
ERA,
ABA
President Justin A. Stanley
pointed out that his 210,000mem ber Association has
endorsed the ERA "as part
of its continuing program to
promote equal justice under
law."
The ABA's policy-making
House
of
Delegates
specifically endorsed the
ERA at its 1974 annual
meeting, bolstering a stand
taken in 1972 when the
Association announced
support of constitutional
equality for women and
urged extension of legal
rights,
privileges
and
responsibilities to all persons
regardless of sex.

Receiving the letter were
leaders of bar groups in
Alabama,
Arizona,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois,
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Missouri,
Nevada, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Utah, and Virgina.
Five bar groups in these
states are on record in favor
of ERA. They are the State
Bar of Arizona, Arkansas
Bar Association, Illinois
State
Bar
Association,
Chicago Council of Lawyers
and the
Chicago
Bar
Association.
Stanley urged the state and
local bar leaders to testify in
support of ratification of the
ERA in their respective state
legislatures.
The ABA president also
asked them to publicize the
likely impact of the proposed
amendment, utilizing
background
information
compiled by the ABA.

20 years. Working wives who
pay into the Social Security
system
will
generally
receive the same benefits as
non-working wives. This is
because the benefits are
based on half the husband's
benefits or the working
woman's, whichever is
higher, and the husband's
tends to be higher.

MARRIAGE CONTRACTS
- There is growing interest
in marriage~ contracts or
contracts in lieu of marriage,
which set forth the duration
and terms of a relationship,
including conditions for
dissolution.
Terms
for
negotiation might include
financing
of
higher
education, domicile changes, ·
child care responsibilities,
support,
birth
control
methods, procedures for
changing the contract, and
contract duration. Because
courts are hesitant to tamper
with the essential incidents
of marriage and construe
contracts
relating
to
dissolution as against public
policy, marriage contracts
should contain a severability
caluse.
INSURANCE BENEFITS
- A women's life expectancy
is generally 6-7 years longer
than a man's when computing pension or annuity
benefits, while only three
years longer when comput1n·9 - tife ·'insurance. · T-his
practice 1s clearly to a
woman's disadvantage.
WOMEN IN THE NAVYA 1948 federal statute, 10
U.S.C. Sec. 6015, which
prevents women from serving on Navy ships other
than hospital and transport
vessels, is being challenged
in district court by four Navy
women. These women also
contend that the Navy
discriminates by sex in
training, promotion, and
assignments. Natoks Penden, one of the women
bringing the suit, has been
denied training in underwater demolition since
these specialists serve on
ships.
The
Eighth
National
Women and the Law Conference was interesting and
fun. The energy flowed and
the women renewed their
obligation to fight the good
fight. With so many spirited
women, it seemed we could
move mountains, or at least
some women
into the
Cabinet, Congress, and th~
Halls of Justice. Our time
has come.
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Spring Moot Court Competition
by Helen Dovolis
The William Mitchell Moot
Court Competition is a great
concept and a super way for
a student to acquaint himself
or herself with appellate
advocacy. Until recently a
night school law student
could not be part of "Moot
Court". However, we · at
William Mitchell are very
fortunate that Professor
Steenson realized this gap in
our curriculum and decided
to do something about it.
"I couldn't be more
pleased, the Moot Court
Competition program is
fairing amazingly well",
said Prof. Steen son. Last
year forthe first time a team
was sent to the National
Moot Court Competition to
observe and get first hand
information on the workings
of the Moot Court Compeition. Now after being in
progress for only two
semesters the Moot Court
Competition has really
worked out wel I.
In the opinion of Professor
Steenson, "It was an excel lent competition that has
worked ouf beffer than I had
hoped." Steenson was surprized at the strength of the
competition in the first year
that Mitchel I had tried it.
Steenson also noted that the
faculty
members were
favorably impressed by the
caliber of the competition.
Steenson added that he
believes sufficient student
interests exists to keep the
program a success.
To a good many students
participating in the Moot

Court Competition sounds
like a "mission impossible."
Reluctant is an appropriate
description of myself as I
pondered whether or not to
enter the competition. Then
thank goodness for a tap on
the shoulder from Alan
Gilbert (Student Moot Court
Board member) or I might
have missed this highly
dramatic experience. Much
of the program's success has
been due to the inspiration ,
dedication, hard work and
helpfulness of the Student
Moot Court Board. Serving
on the board with Alan
Gilbert this second semester
were last semester's other
Moot Court Competition
winners: Carol Hooten,
Carol Skluzacek, Margaret
Perry, Patricia Maloney and
Linda Matthews. These
winners also represented
William Mitchell in the
National Moot Court Competition in St. Louis.
When you finally have the
floor in the Moot Court and
are
in
the
thick
of
everything, you and your
fellow students are learning
how an appelate court
functions and you are having
fun although there are many
pitfalls in voicing you own
oral arguments. You have a
plan of action, you seem to be
making points with your
argument, but then you see
the argument collapse when
the judges began to hurl a
multitude of questions at
you. This breath-stopping
confrontation is a terrifying
moment. At times the tension becomes almost un-

This semester the initial
rounds of oral arguments
were judged by members of
our faculty, Minnesota
Supreme Court Clerks and a
Federal District Court Clerk.
The Semi Finals were judged
by Judge Sedgwick of the
Hennepin County District
Court; J. David Prince,
attorney with the Attorney
Gernerals Office Department of Natural Resources;
Judge Oleisky of the Hennepin County District Court;
Delores Orey,
William
Mitchell faculty member;
Martin Weinstein of Maslon,
Kaplan, Edelman, Borman,
Brand and Mc Nulty; ant
William Macklin, a recent
William Mitchell graduate.
The finalists were judged by
Judge Hachey of the Ramsey
County District Court and
President of the Board or
Trustees of William Mitchell,
Judge Lebedoff of the
Hennepin County District
Court, and Richard J.
Hunegs of DeParcq, Anderson, Perl, Hunegs, and
Rudquist.
Plans are in full swing for
Spring Moot Court Competition winners Jim Morrow, L, and Mark next fall's Moot Court
Hallberg. Hallberg was selected Best Ora list in the competition.
Competition. A sign-up list is
posted outside of Room 318.
tougher than I had an- 2nd place team and were
Anyone interested may sign
ticipated and many other awarded $100.00. The 3rd and
up. Next fall's competition
participants agree.) Sud- 4th place winners were the
will revolve around the
denly you develop a fierce teams of Chip Wood and
National Moot Court Comdesire to master the fun- Luke Baer and Dave Usset petition. The problem to be
damentals and to make your and Bob Wallner. They were
argued should be available
way independently in the awarded $50.00. The cash sometime in the summer.
court room. You feel like prizes were provided by the
Two semesters of successful
you've had a patch of the real
SBA. The best Brief was participation in the Moot
thing. It's a great, great written by Hallberg and
Court Competition fulfills the
feelin9 and a b~~ boost!
Morrow. Hallberg was best long paper requirement and
William Mitchell has a
oralist.
counts as two credits.

bearable, you wait and
wonder what the judges will
say next and sweat out their
mind-boggling questions,
specific criticism recommendations and decision.
Sometimes you are angered
by their words, you find
yourself guilty of such
transgressions
as
interrupting judges, evading
questi9ns
and
general
stupidity. (Mentally it was

ELS Holds Final Meeting
by Ken Kadlec
The work - tough, plodding and unglamorous. · The
qualifications ingenuity,
hard work and persistence.
The job environmental
law .
"Euphoria doesn't make
good environmental lawyers.
It takes a high quality,
persistent person" the
words of James McDonald in
his address to the Environmental Law 11 Class
and the Environmental Law
Society. As director of the
Enforcement Division of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, Chicago, Illinois,
McDonald has seen the
division grow from six
employees in 1971 to 125 at
present. The division is
responsible for enforcing
federal
environmental
standards in a six state
midwest area. McDonald
addressed issues concer.ning
3 of the 10 major federal laws
with which they work.
"In the last two years
we've seen a rapid increase
in toxic substances popping
up and doing harm. We're at
the stage of having a 'Crisis
Pollutant of the Month'.

There are 30,000 major
compounds out there that we
know virtually nothing about
- and we're adding 1,000
new ones a year." The new
Toxic Substances Control
Act in essence requires industry. to find out the effects
of its products before they
are marketed. "But we must
live with the chemicals
already out there the
government can't keep up
with them."
The
Federal
Water
Pollution Control Act of 1972
requires
all
point
dischargers to meet the
"best practicable" control
standard in 1977 - the "best
available" control standard
in 1983. The goal - to have
all waters of the nation
"fishable and swimmable"
by 1985. "The biggest
problem in meeting the 1977
guidelines
is
the
municipalities - it's very
difficult to close down a city.
Eighty-five percent of industries will be in compliance but only about 50
percent of the cities." The
1977 standard entails an
approximate 90 percent
cleanup of water borne waste
- a level relatively easy to

reach at reasonable cost with
present technology. The 1983
standard requires an approximate
95
percent
cleanup. This higher standard will require a much
higher cost proportionately
-- a reason for great industria I unrest.
The Clean Air Act of 1970
requires the attainment of an
ambient
air
standard
"necessary to protect public
health and welfare" by mid
1977. Of approximatley 22,000
major polluters of air in the
United States, 90 percent are
in compliance or are on
schedules that will lead to
compliance by the deadline
date. Of 247 air quality
control regions established
by the act, approximately 50
percent are meeting the
standards.
The laws are currently
being scrutinized to see why
we're not proceeding on
schedule. Likely amendments include civil penalties.
But this year has told us
much of our priorities.
Energy shortages forced
suspension of environmental
quality standards . The
economic community and
public at large are slow to

trophy commemorating the
Moot Court Competition
winners. It is already inscribed with the names of
Carol Hooten and Alan
Gilbert (last semester's first
place winners), as well as
this spring's first place
winners Mark Hallberg and
Jimm Morrow. The team of
Hallberg and : Morrow was
awarded $200;00. H.J. Schmidt and Sue Dosal were the

accept the responsibilities
that
accompany
their
privileges. Labor fears the
potential lay off due to enforcement of environmental
standards - yet for every
billion dollars spent on environmental cleanup, 66,000
jobs are created for one year
plus a new industry is
generated -far greater than
the .02 percent job loss since
1971 for closings due to environmental controls.
"The next four years will

tell the story of whether we
have the guts to continue.
The issues of energy,
economics and toxic substances are forcing us into a
new and different era. The
clash is going to develop
between demands for energy
and environmenta I ists.
Energy will be the number
one problem. You're kidding
yourself if you think we'll
make it with our supplies in
our lifetime."

Golf Tourney Planned
The Third Annual Golf
Tournament is scheduled for
noon on Monday, June 13 at
Stillwater Country Club. All
students, alumnae and
faculty are invited to play
Jhe beautiful Stillwater
Country
Club
course
overlooking the St. Croix.
There will be a dinner afterward and spouses are
invited to join.
The $17.00 charge includes
green fees, locker and
shower, hors d' oeuvers,
dinner and prizes. Anyone
wishing to donate prizes,
please contact Mr. Jerry
Bjelde or Prof. Marvin
Green.
The
Tournament
organizational
committee

would like to have a shotgun
tournament, so we need 144
players. 'so talk to your
friends, polish up your
"hooks" and plan on making
it out to a superb golf course
for a memorable event.
Everyone last year had a
great time and this year will
be better than ever.
Eligible participants will
be receiving more information and application
forms shortly.
Just to whet your appetite,
here are some of the winning
scores from Majesties Oaks
last year:
Low Gross -79
Low Two Man Best Ball 76
Callowav (handi,..~nl 127
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Quiz: Could you be a government attorney?
Until
recently,
the
recruitment and selection
process for government
attorneys has been shrouded
in mystery. Now it can be
revealed that a special test
has been devised, the NitPicker
Aptitude
Test
(NPAT),
which
tests
prospective
government
attorneys on various aspects
of procedures governing
litigation to determine
whether their judgement and
characteristics will enable
them to effectively represent
the government in the
manner to which it has
bee om e
ace us tom ed.
Following are excerpts from
the NPAT:
A public-interest law firm
has filed a complaint in
federal court against your
government agency. In filing
your answer, you should:
(a) file within 30 days, just
like all other defendants in
federal court,
(b) file within 60 days,
because the federal rules of
civil procedure gives the
government 60 days, not 30,
(c) file within 90 days,
(d) not file until the judge
calls you into chambers and
demands that you file an
answer.
Plaintiffs have filed suit in
federal district court in D.C.
against
the
assistant
Secretary for Health of the
Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.
With regard to plaintiffs
choice of courts, you should:
(a) admit that jurisdiction
exists in D.C.,
Cb) admit that jurisdiction
exists in D.C., but move to
dismiss because no federal
question is involved,
(c) deny that jurisdiction
exists in D.C., and move to
dismiss on the grounds that
the assistant Secretary lives
and works in Rockville,
Maryland,
Cd) file a motion for a
change of venue to the
federal district court for the
eastern district of Montana.
A Women's rights group
has filed suit against the
Sea.taf"y of Labor alleging
that not enough CETA jobs
are going to women. With
respect to plaintiffs standing
to sue, you should:
(a) not oppose standing,
(b) oppose standing on the
grounds that no one tias
been injured,
Cc) oppose standing on the
grounds that the CETA
statute was not intended to
apply to women since they
should be at home having
babies,
Cd) oppose standing by
getting Marabelle Morgan to
intervene and contend that
the women's rights group
does not represent a 11
women.
Plaintiffs have filed a class
action suit. They seek cer-

tification of the class. You
should:
(a)
not oppose certification,
(b) oppose certification
unless plaintiffs add 2 million
members to the suit and
personally notifies them all,
(c) oppose certification on
the grounds that plaintiffs do
not adequately represent the
class,
(d) oppose certification on
the grounds that plaintiffs'
counsel is incompetent and
could
not
adequately
represent the class.
Plaintiffs· have informed
you that they intend to seek a
temporary restraining order. You should:
(a) earnestly try to work
out temporary relief which
would avoid a TRO,
Cb) let plaintiffs file for a
TRO,
Cb) file a motion opposing
the TRO,
(d) seek a TRO to restrain
plaintiffs from seeking a
TRO.
Plaintiffs have filed suit
against the Department of
Transportation alleging that
funds intended to be spent on
mass transit are instead
being spent on highways.
They have filed a motion for
a preliminary injunction to
enjoin spending any of the
disputed funds until the
judgment can be issued. You
should:
Ca) not oppose the motion
for a preliminary injunction,
(b) oppose the motion for a
preliminary injunction,
Cc) file a response to the
motion for preliminary injunction which states that
plaintiffs have not particularized their grounds for
the motion with sufficient
specificity
such
that
defendants could frame a
substantive response,
Cd)
advise
the
DUUDepartment
f ransportation to spend the
disputed funds as fast as
possible to moot the case.
The Justice Department
has entered a consent decree
with I BM settling a large
anti-trust suit. Plaintiffs
have filed suit for release of
the decree under the
Freedom of Information Act.
You should:
(a) advise the Justice
Department that they have
no right to withhold the
decree,
(b) advise the Justice
Department to release part
of the decree,
(c) advise the Justice
Department to withhold the
entire decree,
(b) advise the Justice
Department to get the decree
stamped "top secret" and
classify it as a national
security matter.
Plaintiffs file a motion to
take a deposition of the
special assistant adjunct

executive
vice
under
secretary of the Bureau of
Numbers and Confusing
Reports. You should:
{a) allow plaintiffs to
depose your client,
(b) allow plaintiffs to
depose your client but object
to every question asked at
the deposition, t
(c) seek a protective order
to prevent your client from
being deposed,
Cc) advise your client to
leave the country.
Plaintiffs have served 5
pages of interrogatories on
the government. You should:
(a) answer them,
Cb) not answer them until
the plaintiffs have filed a
motion
compelling
a
response
to
their
interrogatories,
Cc) refuse to answer them
on the grounds that the
questions are not materia I to
the case,
Cd) serve 50 pages of interrogatories on the plaintiffs.
Plaintiggs seek a time
extension within which to
answer your interrogatories.
You should:
(a) agree to an extension,
(b) agree to the extension,
but serve additional . interrogatories,
{c) oppose the extension
unless plaintiffs withdraw
their interrogatories,
(d) oppose the extension
and move the judge to hold
the plaintiffs in contempt of
court.
Plaintiffs have moved for
summary judgement by
contending that no material
facts are in genuine dispute.

You should:
(a) also move for summary judgement,
(b) move for summary
judgement or, in the alternative, move to dismiss,
(c) oppose the motion for
summary judgement by
filing
a
statement of
material facts in genuine
dispute,
(d) demand a jury trial.
The trial is scheduled to
begin tomorrow. You should:
(a) proceed with the trial,
(b) proceed with the trial
under protest because you
forgot to subpoena your key
witness,
(c) tell the judge that all
your witensses got swine flu,
and request a month's adjournment,
(d) call the plaintiffs'
witness and tell them not to
show up in court because the
case was settled.
Plaintiffs have prevailed
in the district court. You
should:
(a) do nothing,
(b) file a notice of appeal,
(c) file a petition for
certiorari, and when it is
denied, file a notice of appeal,
(d) file a motion for new
trial, a motion for rehearing,
a motion for rehearing en
bane, a motion for reconsideration, a motion for
reconsideration en bane, a
motion
for
summary
reversal, a notice of appeal,
and a petition for certiorari.
Plaintiffs now seek attorney fees against the

government on the grounds
of your bad faith in litigating
the case. You should:
Ca) not oppose the motion,
(b) oppose the motion,
Cc) call the plaintiffs'
attorney a liar in front of the
judge,
(d) call the FBI and place
the plaintiffs' attorney under
24 hour surveillance.
Well, that's it. The scoring
system is as follows: give
yourself 7 points for every
(d) answer, 3 points for
every (c) answer, and 1 point
for every Cb) answer. For
eve.ry (a) answer, subtract 2
points.
The scoring scale is as
follows:
91-98 -Charles W. Colson
Memorial Award
81-90 -You realize that your
score is a prima facie case
for disbarrment. If you avoid
prosecution~ you should be
highly successful.
61-80 -You are basically
low-down, dirty, rotten,
mean, and nasty, and have a
promising career ahead as a
government attorney.
41-60 -Either you are still
struggling with the concepts
of right and wrong or are too
dumb to know the difference.
In any event, you are not a
good prospect.
0-40-You still have a streak
of decency left in you. Forget
the law. Try seJling used cars
instead.
below O -What's a nice
person like you doing in law
school anyway?
Reprinted from Res Gestae,
University of Michigan Law
School
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Lawyers
Slaughter
English
by Ronald Goldfarb
Most lawyers must plead
guilty to killing the English
language.
Since lawyers speak the
words
and
write
the
documents that define and
govern our lives, there
should be a keen public interest in their skillfulness.
Yet legal language is little
examined
and
rarely
challenged. It is a paradox
that a group that is so welleducated and that relies so
crucially on communication
uses such bad language.
In law schools, poorly
trained students who do not
write well get no help and
those who do write well are
indoctrinated
to
write
"legalese."
The models of legal writing
that guide neophyte lawyers
are bad. Law journals,
judicial opinions and legal
textbooks are all loaded with
jargon, pomp, Latinisms what Yale law professor
Fred Rodell once called
"high-class mumbo-jumbo."
Rodell claimed decades ago

in his book, "Woe Unto You
Lawyers," that though it
deals with ordinary facts and
occurrences of everyday
business and government
and life, "the new law is
carried on in a foreign
language."
Lawyers
commit unnatural acts on language.
Who would ever say to his
wife, one southern judge
asked, "Dear, my car keys
are on the kitchen counter.
Would you please throw me
said keys?" Who would
write, "I was telling my
secretary
hereinafter
referred to as Cuddles ... "
All specialized groups use
linguistic shorthand, but it is
more of a public problem
when lawyers do it. Consider
this excerpt from a divorce
decree, composed by a
lawyer and signed by a
judge.
"There should be a finality
to litigation; all types of evils
can arise from a situation
where a party seeks a
divorce, such party obtains
their
own
independent
counsel,
such
counsel
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prepares agreements and
documents to consummate a
divorce,
such
counsel
presents the documents to
the court and the same are
approved by the court and
made a part of the final
decree and thereafter the
party who initiated such
divorce action and sought
such counsel and had the
same presented to the court.
challenged such agreement
of the parties that became
part of the divorce decree no
matter what the grounds of
challenge might be."
In reviewing a book about
crime and
punishment
written by a group of
prominent lawyers and law
professors, I came across
this sentence:
"It may be possible to
delineate the limits on
magnitude better than we
have done, but the foregoing
should suffice to illustrate
the basic idea; in deciding
the magnitude of the scale;
deterrence may be considered within whatever
leeway remains after the
outer bounds set by a scale of
a certain magnitude has
been chosen, however, the
internal composition of the
scale should be determined
by the principle of commensurate deserts."
Judged by standards of
esthetics, efficiency or accuracy, legal language
comes from an archaic
melting pot. Its etymological
sources are Celtic, Saxon,
Jute, Danish, German,
French and Latin. We still
use Old English (manslaughter, ward), Latin (de
minimus, arguendo), Gallic
(descent, fee tail, cy pres)
and such combinations as
breaking and entering, free
and clear (Old English and
French), peace and quiet,
will and testament (Latin
and Old English).
This archaic language
leads to awkward jargon.
Such phrases as "assume
arguendo" and "ipso facto"
pepper
lawyers'
conversations and briefs.
Lawyers would rather
utilize something than use it.
They use what Rodell has
called "the back-handed
passive," encumbering their
remarks with such hedges as
"it would seem" and "it is
suggested".
They
love
polysyllabic ·prose,
preferring
"notwithstanding" to "despite"
or "however," and loading
on
all
the
"alleges,"
"hereinafters" and
"thereupons" that will fit
their forms.
Lawyers are so careful
they become clumsy and

What you should have
learned in Legal Writing
1. Don't use no double negatives.
Make each pronoun agree with their antecedent.
Join clauses good, like a conjunction should.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

When dangling, watch you participles.
Verbs has to agree with their subjects.
Don't use commas, which aren't necessary.
Try not to ever split infinitives.
Its important to use your aspostrophe's correctly.
Don't write runon sentences they are hard to read.
It behooves the writer to avoid archaic expressions.
Don't use hyperbole; not one writer in a million can
use it effectively.
12. Avoid cliches like the plague.
13. Mixed metaphors are a pain in the neck and should be
thrown out the window.
14. A truly good writer is always especially careful to
practically eliminate the too-frequent use of adverbs.
15. Placing a comma between subject and predicate, is
not correct.
16. Parenthetical words however should be enclosed in

comma.
17. Correct spelling esential.
18. Always proofread your copy to see if you anv words

out.
repetitive. They alone find
Faulty punctuation can
the need to "cease" as well
cause serious problems, too.
as "desist," to "give" as well
The Kentucky Court of
as "bequeath and devise."
Appeals was called upon to
An Arkansas judge tells of
interpret a clause in a will
a contempt order that was that gave a large estate to
reported to have been
nine different individuals
"reversed, vacated, and held and institutions. The clause
null
and
void."
He enumerated equal shares but
suggested: "and stomped did not place a semicolon
between the name of two of
on."
Courtroom talk is more the recipients as it did betbaffling than it needs to be. ween the other seven. The
"I direct your attention to question was whether there
October 1975 and ask you if were eight or nine shares.
An Alabama judge told me
there came a time when ... "
takes the place of "What about a divorce tria I he
happened in October 1975?" presided over where the
I recall a Kentucky judge's issue was ·whether the
telling a jury that he wished husband had committed
he didn't have to give them adultery. The wife's lawyer
long-winded technical in- asked a woman witness
struction. Instead, he said, whether she had had sexual
he would prefer to tell them relations with the husband.
what Andrew Jackson told a She replied that she had. As
jury when he was on the she was leaving the courbench: "Go out and do right troom, she stopped and
asked the judge: "Did you
by these people."
The style of legal writing is mean to ask whether I had
bad enough to warrant alarm intercourse with this guy?"
and reform, for bad sub- When judged replied that
stance follows bad form. this indeed was the purpose
Poor
language,
even of the question, she returned
erroneous punctuation, has to the witness stand and
caused litigation and brought testified that she never had
about unwanted results. "intercourse," only "sexual
Consider these examples:
relations."
Many lawyers use forms
It is time for lawyers to
and canned legal lingo. One shape up their language.
attorney added a set clause Unfortunately,
Rod el l's
to a client's will directing the dated
and
hyperbolic
executor "to pay all my just charge; that lawyers are
debts" before distributing "purveyors of pretentious
the estate's proceeds. A New poppycock" whose "writing
York court ruled that the style is unfit for the conaddition of this clause (not sumption of cultured men,"
requested by the client) still hit uncomfortably close
revived a debt that had been to home.
barred by the statute of
limitations.

Law Review
Den Trooien was recently
elected Editor-in-Chief of the
William
Mitchell
Law
Review by the Board of
Editors. He will succeed
Dave Allen, a graduating
senior, as Editor-in-Chief.
The new Law Review

Board of Editors will be
elected on Saturday, May
14th. Current Law Review
writers desiring to interview
for an editorship should sign
up for an interview time in
the Law Review Office.
An orientation meeting for

new writers will be held on
Sunday, June 5, 1977, at 7:30
p.m. in Room 301. All
students
interested
in
writing for the Law Review
during the· summer and next
year are invited to attend. If
you are interested in participating but cannot attend
the June 5th meeting, please
stop by the Law Review
Office at your convenience.
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50 Lies for Next Year's Freshmen
EDITOR'S NOTE: Just so
you are ready for next year,
here are some lies to tell
incoming freshmen.
1. Every time you are
called upon and pass, your
grade drops 1/2 letter.
2. Every time you . are
called upon, don't pass, but
don't answer correctly, your
grade drops one whole letter.
3. You have to memorize
the cites for all the princip,1
cases in the casebook. Yau
get
extra
credit
for
memorizing the cites of the
note cases.
4. Unless you buy a hardback, unabridged Black's
Law Dictionary, you will
flunk out.
5.
Even though law
. professors take class attendance, absences won't
count against your grade.
6. Gilbert's law summaries
are of no use at all.
7. You have to read each
case in the casebook 3 times
in order to understand it.
8. You have to know Latin
in order to study law.
9. If you study with
someone smarter than you,
he'll intentionally mislead
you and you will get a worse
grade than he.
10. If you study with
someone stupider than you,
he'll unintentionally mislead
you and you will get the same
lousy grade as he.
11. You have to wear a
uniform to law school
classes.
12. If you volunteer when
you don't know the answer,
vou'II never get called on ..

13. If you sign your name in
disappearing ink on the
seating chart, you'll never
get called on.

14. If you send suicide
threats to all your law profs
saying you'll kill yourself if
placed under too much
stress, you'll never get called
on.
15. The people who get the
best grades in law school
become the best lawyers.
16. Unless you understand
estates, you'll never be a
good lawyer.
17. The people who get the
worst grades in law school
end up writing keynotes for
West Digests.

18. Most law profs really
care about their students.
19. Unless you pay attention in class, you can't
possibly learn the course
material.
20. If you miss a law class,
don't bother asking anyone
to I end you their notes
because they won't let you
borrow them.

Minnesota ·Attorneys.
Minnesota Real Estate Law
Minnesota Title.
It makes sense. When the sub;ect is Minnesota real
estate law. attorneys feel at home conferring with the
title company that's been right here serving Minnesota

21. If you miss a law class,
don't bother asking anyone
to lend you their notes
because if you weren't in
class, you won't be able to
understand them.
22. The best way to do legal
research is to thumb through
Supreme Court Reports until
you find a case that's on
point.
23. Unless you make law
review, big firms won't even
interview you.
24. Casebooks are valuable
reference tools, and you
should never sell even one of
them .

25.
People who sell
casebooks end up buying a
lot of dope, getting stoned,
flunking out of law school,
becoming unemployed, and
winding up on skid row.
26. You have to buy an
elevator pass to use the
elevator.
27. How well you did on the
LSAT determines how good
your law school grades will
be.
28. The average LSAT
score at Mitchell is 765.
29.
Law grades are
distributed on a bell-curve
that has a C average - there
are an equal number of B's
and D's, and an equal
number of A's and F's.
30. For every hour in class,
you have to study 5 hours
outside of class.

Call us.
flTLEINSURANCE
COM ..ANV
OF MINNES.OTA

~
Ia.
I

400 Se~ond Avenue South. Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401 / 612 332-5111

47. When called upon, you
should stand up to recite.
48. Even if you're going
into general law practice,
you still have to take admiralty and patent law.
49. Law profs grade
bluebooks by throwing them
down a flight of stairs and
giving the best grades to the
ones that fall farthest.
50. Even though this is the
prime of your life, law school
is the most valuable thing
you could be doing right now.
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Radmer
Continued from page 1

Minnesota Attorneys. Minnesota Title.

39. You'll come out of law
school a better person than
when you went in.
40. Grades are directly
proportional to how much
time you study.
· 41. "Thinking like a
lawyer" is more important
than knowing what to do in a
courtroom.

42. If you aon't take a
course on a subject covered
on the bar exam, you'll flunk
the bar exam.
43. There are a lot of law
related jobs for 1st year
students.
44. Occasionally, law profs
like to cross up students and
give true-false exams.
45. It's not worth learning
the U.C.C. since only a
couple of states use it.
46. Unless you read all the
c.f. cases noted in the
casebook, you won't learn
the material.

DRINKS MAY BE IRAND
ON -THE AVENUE
BUT THEY'RE CHEAPER ON DALE
JUST UP THE STREET

attorneys since 1907.
What we've learned about Minnesota real estate is
available to you with a loco/ phone call. When you call,
you talk attorney to attorney.

31. Learning law makes
you better than other people.
32. Legal Process is the
most important course you'll
ever take.
33. The only way to
prepare for law exams is to
look up all of your prof's
previous exams and write
out answers to a 11 of the
questions.
34. The only way to learn
Contracts is to memorize the
Restatement 2nd.
35. Unless your brief of a
case is at least a page long,
it's not worth anything.
36. (To incoming freshwomen) Most male law
students
are
nonchauvinistic.
37. (To incoming freshmen) Most female law
students are more interested
in your body than your brain.
38. The Placement Office
has a lot of information about
alternative,
nonestablishment, progressive
careers in law.

In
addition
to
understaffing, Radmer was
also frustrated by her office
physical facilities. It is not
suited for use by employers
to
interview
student
workers, nor is it in a very
good location. "It's I ike they
(the administration) put it on
the third ·floor and forgot
about it." Radmer had
originally aske~ for office

space near the main office
where student master files
are kept. As her job requires
working with student files it
has meant an inordinate
amount of time going up and
down steps.
Her displeasure with the
administration, coupled with
her office hours, insufficient
staff,
and
inadequate
facilities finally prompted
her to resign.

Radmer expressed her
pleasure in working with
Mitchell students and she
stated it was the most
satisfying part of the job. "I
have nothing but respect for
someone who can work and
go to law school at the same
time. I thank them for their
cooperation, and I wish them
all good luck."
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Curriculum Still Changing
by Jim Haigh
Mee.ting on Friday, April
15, the Curriculum discussed
briefly several current
matters. Torts Professor
Michael Steenson appeared
before the committee to
request that the number of
credits for Torts be raised to
6 from its present level of 5;
this increase will be effective
next academic year if approved by the full faculty.
The .extra credit for Torts
was taken from Legal
Process, which will have 2
credits next academic year if
approved.
Professor Steenson, in
bringing this before the
student-faculty group, stated
that this increase in the basic
Torts course would complement the new courses in
Communications Law
(covering
defamaHon,
privacy and freedom of
speech) and Compensation
Systems.
The move to eliminate
Legal Process from the
curriculum went ·down to
defeat in the February
Faculty meeting by a narrow
8-7 vote. This new attempt to
reduce the number of credits

allocated to that course
stands a good , chance of
passage in the full faculty.
The potential for further
reform and flexibility in the
first year program would be
enhanced by approval of the
Curriculum Committee's
action by the full faculty.
In clarification of a motion
passed at an earlier meeting,
the committee noted that
Legal Writing students will
be given numerical grades in
the future, to be used in the
computation of a student's
grade point average.
The Curriculum Committee has been working on a
Prerequisites Chart for the
past year in coordination
with the Administration and
the Swdent Bar Ass9ciation.
Some of the changes were
forcast earlier in the Docket ,
when students were advised
to sign up for Professional
Responsibility if they were
intending to take a clinic in
the future.
The most fundamental
changes
are
in
the
requirements for clinics.
Now a student must take
Civi I Practice Seminar,

Professional Responsibility
either previously or concurrently, and the particular
substantive survey course
before being allowed to take
a clinic. This rigidity was
seen as necessary by the
Dean and a majority of the
committee, in order to insure
that students received the
most benefits from their
clinical experience.
Another changed occured
in the "Moot" courses.
Besides the elevation of Civil
Practice Seminar to a
position of importance in the
whole
curriculum,
the
committee reduced Moot
Court to 2 credits and
changed its name to "Trial
Skills." The name "Advocacy
Seminar"
was
dropped as well,
and
renamed Advanced Trial
Skills. Trial Skills has now
become very important for
students need that course in
order to get into Civil
Litigation Clinic, as well as
all of the criminal clinics. An
additional req!Jirement for
criminal
clinics
Misdemeanor and Felony is the survey course in Ad-

vanced Criminal Law. Those
students wishing to participate in criminal clinics
must plan their schedules for
the final two years exceedingly well in order to get
the one they want.
Replacing Federal Civil
Pre-Trial Practice Seminar
is the Discovery and Motion
Practice Seminar, a moot
course, designed along the
lines of Trial Skills and Civil
Practice Seminar. This
course is not a pre-requisite
to any other courses,
however.
Legal Accounting has
become a pre-requisite to
several business courses and
their clinics. Additionally,
International Business has
added requirement of Antitrust I, II, or Ill or permission. Debtor-Creditor is
no longer a prerequisite to
Bankruptcy
(a
survey
course). Wills is not a prerequisite to Trusts and may
be taken in the same
semester; however, to be
able to get into the Estate
Planning Seminar, one must
take Wills, Trusts, and
Estate and Gift Taxation.

Legal Services in Minn~sota
I.

Among the legal services
plans sweeping the country
are the Legal Service.s
Benefit
Plan
(LSBP)
sponsored by the Minnesota
Education Association, and
the Univeristy Student Legal
Services (USLS) sponsored
by the University of Minnesota.
The USLS began spring
quarter at the University.
US LS was created after a
poll taken last February
revealed that 84 percent of
students polled thought the
Univeristy should provide
students with legal advice.
Al most 70 percent said they
would be willing to pay a
$1.50 quarterly fee for such a
service. USLS is receiving $1
from each student's quarterly fees for the 1976-77
school year.
The proposal calls for the
delivery of counseling and
litigation services within
broad areas of previously
identified student legal
needs, including consumer
protection matters, tenant's
rights, traffic and small
claims court actions, and
domestic law. The program
excludes from coverages
such matters as criminal
proceedings,
business
ventures and commercial
transactions, personal injury
cases and suits against the
university. The program will
be satisfied by four lawyers
and seven clerical and
support personnel, and will
have an annual budget of
more than $200,000.

The program approval
process required formal
endorsement by a number of
groups
throughout
the
University community including
students,
the
university
administration,
and the University Board of
Regents.
Although the University of
Minnesota program may be
larger than most, it is only
one of the number of legal
service plans already existing or being developed for
students. These programs
are clearly part of a larger
trend toward group and
prepaid plans and evidence
otthe need for educating and
making
legal
services
available to all segments of
our society.
Additional information
about the University of
Minnesota Student Legal
Services Program may be
obtained
from
Robert
Barnett, Campus· Assistance
Center, 122 Pleasent Street,
S.E., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 (612) 373-1234.
Not only are students
persuing Legal Services but
the teachers are as well.
The overwhelming number
of teacher participants in a
pioneering prepaid legal
services plan unique to
Minnesota have expressed
satisfaction with the plan.
Known as the Legal Services Benefit Plan (LSBP), it

is sponsored by the Minnesota
Education
Association (MEA), the
Minnesota
State
Bar
Association (MSBA) and
Minnesota Indemnity, Inc.
(MIi).
Participating in the pilot
program last year were
approximatley 400 teachers
and their families in four
school districts: Brooklyn
Center, Mahtomedi, Milaca,
Redwood Falls. They were
eligible to obtain · certain
attorney services of a personal nature at no cost.
"Prepaid legal services,"
explains MEA President
Donald C. Hill, "are being
developed in response to the
perceived underutilization of
legal services by middle
income
families.
The
reasons for this phenomenon
- even when it's believed that
consulting an attorney might
be advantages - seem to be
two: cost of attorney services is perceived to be
prohibitive and individuals
are not-certain of how to find
competent attorneys."
Hill says that a survey of
LSBP's participants reveals
that the first year of the
operation has provided them
"with valuable information·
on the delivery of legal
services." Continuation of
the plan another year, he
adds, will provide additional
data on utilization of legal
services and allow time to
establish the corporate
structures necessary for

providing legal service
benefit plans to greater
numbers.
A uniqueness of LSBP,
according to Hill, is that it
combines Bar sponsorship,
choice of any participating
attorney
admitted
to
practice in the st9te (a total
of 1,704), endor'sement of
MEA and a compensation
formula based on the usual,
customary and reasonable
fee of the participating attorney.

Another course that is being
thrust into the center stage is
Land Use Planning. According to the latest changes,
Land Use is now a prerequisite for Real Estate
Seminar, Environmental
Law I and 11, and Urban
Land Development Smeniar.
Many courses are new or
will be developed in the next
few years. If you plan your
schedule around one of these
you may well be in for a
letdown. Some may be offered next year (e.g., Advanced Civil Procedure)
while others may be in the
planning stage (e.g., Income
Taxation of Trusts and
Estates or Real Estate
Leasing) due to budgetary
considerations.
The next meeting of the
Curriculum Committee will
be in May if needed. Comments. regarding the Prerequisites
Chart
or
curriculum matters should
be forwarded to your SBA
representative, or Lynne
Krehbiel or Jim Haigh, the
student members of the
Curriculum Committee.

ANN B.
HOOTEN

Qualified
Document
Examiner
Opinions rendered regarding
handwriting, typewriting, erasures,

alterations,

in~s

end

related problems.

3813 Sheridan Avenqe S.
Minneapolis, Minnesota
WA 2-J060

EDITOR'S NOTE: One of our most popular features is our cartoons.
People often ask me, "Who is Halsey?", "Who is Cosimini?" I intend
to answer those question with a picture thanking the OPINION
cartoonists Steve Halsey and Mark Cosimini. Someone suggested a
cartoon would be better suited -that's Cosimini on the left. Thanks!
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master strategy for the
capital fund drive and the
almost limitless number of
meetings and conferences
with individuals whose efforts were and are needed to
successfully
launch
a
campaign. (Apart from a
few members of the Board of
Trustees - both Emeritus
and current members none of us associated with
the law school at the time of
the transition to the new
quarters had any firsthand
experience in devising and
managing such a capital
campaign.) Here again
scores of large and small
. problems arose and needed
to be solved during the
course of- the past several
months.
4. The concept of the "law
center" was firmly grasped
during late Summer 1976 by
the Trustees, administration
and faculty of WMCL. A
financing plan was devised
and a large scale effort was
undertaken to renovate the
convent building· and · to
create a true law center. The
center has almost been
completed and the countless
problems associated with
such an enterprise have
mostly been solved.
The efforts to establish the
new site and to create a law
center have begun
reap
some limited rewards this
spring. For example, a
number of students have
commented on the contrast
between the agony (and
occasional ecstasy) of the
former conjested and difficult teaching facilities at
our old quarters with its
inadequate study and library
space and the prese_
n t ecstasy (and occasional agony)
of adequate dassroom and
other relevant spaces.
Moreover, we have just
successfully negotiated a
sale of the former properties
so that the continuing
aggravating
problems
associated with ownership
and management of the
vacated premises will no
longer be a burden to WMCL
and its budget. The capital
campaign
and
the
established Development
Office have begun to gain
important momentum which
will have a long term benefit
to the academic programs
and facilities of WMCL. The
capital campaign has passed
the halfway mark on
schedule and a great deal of
intensive work remains to be
done : However, it is a
legitimate source of pride to
all those who study and teach
at WMCL to observe that the
larger community of which
we are a small part is
generously and actively
responding in the fashion it
has, and we have hopes of
meeting the goals and
clearing the books of our
capital indebtedness during

the coming 12 months.
Next, largely through the
intensive efforts of certain
members of the Board of
Trustees and Assistant Dean
Marvin Green, several
significant tenants have been
located for occupancy in the
law center. This will enable
the law center to pay its own
operating costs and pose no
economic burden to the
balance of the operation of
WMCL. We have great hopes
that by the end of the next 12
months the law center
building will be completely a
"tub on its own bottom" (in
the phrase now being
popularized by the American
Bar Association in its appra isa I of
law school
financing).
A
number
of
very
significant
changes
in
curriculum are about to take
place and significant improvements in the program
will be expected during the
course of the coming transition year.
Substantial experience has
been gained within the
faculty and administration
on a host of issues ranging
from modern accounting
systems and administrative

Stine
Continued from page 3

students are employed either
procedures to learning one's by the school or outside
way about the facility to governmental or other nondevising methods for using profit organizations with 80
the facility for improved percent of wages being paid
teaching experiences. It is an by the federal government.
important goal that these With the funds available this
efforts to maximize the use year, 26 students have been
of the facilities as a total placed, all in law related
legal education experience positions. The program,
(including the main building which is beneficial to the
with its fine library and student not only as a source
study areas plus the law of aid but also. as a means of
center building and its gaming
practical
exspecialized impact upon pel'-ience, will be continued
legal education) should next year. The exact amount
accelerate.
of federal funds has not yet
The state of the law school been determined, but it is
is many leagues ahead of hoped that the amount will
what it was during that be sufficient to maintain or
rather worrisome period at even expand the program.
the beginning of the 1975-76 Anyone interested must
school year but we have make application including a
considerable distance to go GAPSFAS needs analysis on
in our march towards or before June 1.
becoming the strongest
The largest source of aid
possible legal institution this year as in the past is the
within the restrictions of size guaranteed student loan
and support available to us." program. This program has
As we were recently advised changed substantially as a
by the American
Bar result of the enactment of the
Association, William Mit- Education of Amendments of
chell can be very proud of the 1976 on October 3, 1976.
great process it has made in Already many students who
the short period iust passed made application for these
and can legitimately view loans after September of 1976
itself as on the threshold of experienced some hardship
an era of greatness.
when the federal govern-
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ment quit processing applications for guarantees
pending the effective date of
the new law. At that time the
school, with the cooperation
of the First Grand Avenue
State Bank, was able to
arrange for short-term loans
for student applicants in
anticipation of the delay and
consequent hardship. This
arrangement did work to get
almost everyone through the
period unti I processing
began again.
Unfortunately, the difficulties during the transition
to the new guaranty program
are not over, and every
student who anticipates use
of the program next year
should be aware of potential
problems. The positive side
is that the new law provides
for an increase in the amount
available to professional
students to $5,000 per year up
to a total of $15,000 with interest benefits available to
those with incomes up to
$25,000. The problem is
caused by the termination of
the federal guaranty and the
establishment of the Higher
Education
Assistance
Foundation (HEAF) as the
guaranty agency for loans to
Minnesota students. Because
of this change, all applications for loans for 197778 from the Minnesota State
Student loan Program must
be made on new forms. The
problem arises because
these forms are being
developed and will not be
available until some time . in
June. It is also expected that
when the forms do become
available, there will be a
flood of applications to the
State which will cause delay
in processing. It may be as
late as October before the
loans are disbursed; obviously this is after the first
two installments of tuition
are due. Because of liquidity
requirements in operation of
the school, we must ask that
all tuition be paid in a timely
manner.
By
informing
students now of this potential
problem, we hope all can find
alternative sources to meet
those obligations. In the
meantime, if you wish to
obtain an application form at
the earliest possible date,
submit a written request to
the Financial Aid Office
asking to be included on the
mailing list for the HEAF
application form; the forms
will be sent to persons on the
list as soon as received by
the College.
It is not clear at this time
whether the same delays will
be experienced by those
applying for guar.anteed
loans from private lending
institutions. In such case, the
private institution should be
consulted.
Obviously the matters of
financial a id discussed here
and many other matters of
student affairs are important
to most students. As I
mentioned in my last opportunity to contribute to the
Opinion, I hope that each of
you will feel free to discuss
any of them with me.
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in good taste
Nutritutionists harp at us
along the same lines as our
mothers - "Eat your breakfast!' in a manner
designed to cause the most
health conscious among us to
avoid that most beneficial of
meals. Breakfast is important: If eaten regularly,' it
reduces fatigue, tension, the
prospect of obesity, and
provides needed stamina for
the day. But between the
demands of a busy schedule,
sleep,
and
a
vague
revolutionary
impluse
directed at mother-images in
general, we usually neglect
to take care of ourselves by
eating breakfast. In the
spirit of finals, when large
numbers of you will be
awake at the most ungodly of
hours of the morning, we
offer some places to catch
breakfast.
Mama Rosa's is the Queen
of Breakfast. Her two places
in the Twin Cities give innumerable
people
the
courage to face each day.
Just coping with the menu
for some people will be an
eye opener. It has about
eight pages of calligraphic
script, trying to decide what
to eat from that large an
assortment when your mind
hasn't begun to function can
be terminal, we've heard.
But don't worry - whatever
you mumble at the waitress
will be excellent.. The
voluminous menu offers
excel lent
ita I ian-style
omelettes with cheeses,
vegetables and sausages in a
number of configurations.
We can offer no particular
guidance, because all the
meals we've had at Mama's
were quite good. We suggest
the swiss cheese, Italian
sausage
and
spinach
omelette with whole wheat
bread as a starter. Fresh
fruits are available in
season, as well.

One word of warning . Only
Mama's in Minneapolis is
open every day of the week.
In St. Paul, go on the
weekend. Call ahead for
times, and bring cash - no
checks allowed. Also, be
prepared to wait a while at
peak times.

If Mama's is the Queen of
breakfasts, who's the King?
Our nominee is Al's Breakfast, only open mornings and
early
afternoons
in
Dinkytown. This place has
much better coffee and more
funk than Mama's. (The two
somehow go together.)
Anyway, Al's is a long
skinny place with a counter
and about 20 seats; so normally you wait in line for a
spot at the well-worn bar
because it's so jammed with
people waiting for their
favorite breakfast. They
cook to order here.
Poached eggs? Yes. And
Eggs Benedict? Yes, but
their hollandaise has a little
too much mustard. Or

for nutrition (?) by "doing it Mason jars. A bit cute, but at
all for you ," we think fast,
least it's different. Besides
processed food minimizes the obvious pancakes, they
by Jim Haigh
breakfast .
Most
inap-- serve typical selections of
propriate. A proper break- dinners and fish foods as
various eggs and sausages fast needs time and a quality well. The meals here are at
and breads? Sure. All this of tradition or ritual. Usually least diverse, an~ more
and "instant' refills of their eating breakfast in the home exciting
than
the
good coffee? Yep. We really bestows this. But Mac's can't aforementioned Embers.
can't say anything bad about give us this . But we thank The help is slow, young and
Al's other than it's hot them for trying, anyway.
inexperienced. But they
sometimes, you have to wait.
Perkin's Cake and Steak is bring a pot of coffee to help
Try it, though. You could a step up from MacDonald's, you wait. So try this place if
develope an affinity for but far away from being a you want to add a little spice
eating in the morning, even if dispenser of breakfasts and to your life - but not as
the help is real talkative. early morning charm. We much as if you went to
(We'll ignore the most recent consider them purveyors of Mama's.
notoriety Al's received when filling fare. That is, they
The above review is by no
Wendy Anderson, then our satisfy
that
insatiable means exhaustive. If you
true-blue (golden) Gopher craving for breakfast any have a favorite spot to get
gove-rnor, . had breakfast hour night or day. And you some eggs or wheaties, let us
there with C. Peter McGrath, don't have to deal with any know. Again, some places
U. of M. president. This tete"undesireable"
people, are noteworthy for other
a-tete was a public relations because at night half of the things. The Commodore has
ploy to demonstrate that the police of the Twin Cities is an extravagant • Sunday
state government really located in these places (the brunch, and the Twins Motel
likes its university. Gee.)
other half is in Embers.
has their "Popover" brunch
Interested in doing up your
Those peopfe you crazy
with homemade popovers.
breakfast in style? Go to ones might want to meet are
Pumpernik's as a deli outChez Colette, at L'hotel all at Mickey's, our local weighs its merits as a breakSofitel in Bloomington. One weird 24 hour breakfast spot. fast place (but they do have a
can develope a craving for We I ike Mickey's even good range of egg dishes, and
really well -done breakfasts though bicarb of soda is our warm preserves are served
by coming here. The hosts dessert after eating there. with their toast -when they
have created a warm am- No matter what you eat, too, wait on you ... )
biance by importing fittings you're hungry later. Maybe
Partake of our advice and
and furniture from France. that's cause if you're get your nutrition! Put to rest
The striking decor reminds hanging out, you don't eat as all those qualms about eating
one, fittingly, of a European much at each meal? Try in the morning. Lots of
cafe'.
their chili and their ham- people do it. It's easy if done
All this would be for
burger if you don't feel like r ight .
naught if the food were breakfast; they'll fill you up. .,.....
unsatisfactory. But it is not.
Pannekoeken Huis is a
The brioche are fresh, flaky
pancake house located on
The
annual
William
and light. The thin, crepenorth Central right off 694.
Mitchell College of Law
like omelettes come with
It's a 24 hour establishment Graduation Dinner and
firm, tasty vegetables. The
that features supposedly
Dance Plus will be held on
white house wine was quite ·Dut€h cooking. The decor is Saturday, May 21 at the
good, as was the regular
much better than the usual
Prom
Ballroom,
1190
coffee and the house-made
Embers or Perkin's and the
University Ave. in St. Paul.
cafe'au lait.
food is a notch better than As in the past the event is
In sum, we think you'll
those as well.
being sponsored jointly by
enjoy your brunch at L'hotel
It's a large restaurant the SBA, the Law Spouses
Sofitel; simply ignore those arrestingly furnished with and the administration.
customers practicing their knick-knacks and artifacts
The evening promises to be
pretensions or the golly-gee- from probably the Penn- an exciting one, with cash
whiz farmers trying to speak sylvania Dutch area. They bar open from 6:00 to 7:00,
French. You'll be a lot feature metworst sausage dinner from 7:00 to 8:00,
healthier. Relax and enjoy that might be a bit fatty or speakers and awards until
the
experienced
and spicy for some tastes. In 9:00, and dancing until 12:30.
sophisticated service.
,serving you, they bring your The cost is $8.00 per person
Although we appreciate food in bread pans, and the or $14.00 per couple. Tickets
what MacDonald's is doing beverages are served in are available in the Main
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local business directory

FOOD TO 60

651 So. Cleveland

D ELICA TESS EN
BAKERY
RESTAURANT

698-9792

Real Jewish Foods
Handmade Desserts
Hot Bagels - Kaisers
Rye Bread
From Our Own Ovens

P•······-······--.
Qffice.

i

i

STOP IN anti SEE US
~it'(~
We can handle
,:
7~
:
All Your Banking NeeclsllsHOP
• GBARD
AVBN OE 1
FRUIT 'N' THINGS WHERE YOU GETI
Or Call 226• I 071
IOL TIME PRICES Al.ONG WITH OLD FASHIONEDI
I SERVICE.
I
M

•

~

• .__ II!

ft

FIRST GRAND AVENUE S'i ATE BANK IPresent - this coupon and receive 10"
OF SAINT PAUL
1off anv meat and/or cheese purchase.
1011 GRAND AVENUE, sT. PAUL, MINNESOTA ss1os
I
Coupon Good Thru May 6
Limit 1 per CUSIOIIIM'

I

I

I

•••••••••••••••••A

IT PLEASES US TO

There's a New Sign
at the Corner of Hospitality

--

tiRAIID AVE AT

SEAVE YOU WELL

-"! -~- --~ . ~ .:;-DRUG CO. _

VICTORIA

ST. PAUL• ~111111 _

'I<>

PHONE 22S -6507

BAR~ GRILL, Inc.

Monday-Friday ...... . .. . . . .. . . ... . 9-8
Saturday ..• . ... . . .... ... . ... .. .. • 9-6
Sunday ......... . .. . .. . ..... . ... 10-1

elnsLounge
Randolph and Snelling
699-2227

~~

..._._...

164 N. Snelllng Ave.
near S.111:ty 644 3333

Greeting Cards, School Supplies, Photo Supplies
One ..k. ,.,_ Mitchell

•

OIi . _ Stop

Open Daily

• ·

floon.Midlliaht & 5 Sunday

Why do so man,y
Minnesota attorneys
~~ :.~

Hr~ _J:_ute.

1:1~
. ·...-. 1 11_....,a---.a
0

~

subscribe to the State Register? It
might be because the State
Register is Minnesota's only weekly
publication for stale agency rules,
notices and elCecutive orders. Or
maybe it's because we provide the
most up-to-date rules and notices
on everything from home loon to
hospital rates, from workers' compensation to water pollution.
Whatever the reason, the State
Reg1$ter has become a standard
publication In many law offices .
For $110.00 per year , you can
receive the Stat& R&glster every
week In your office.

For fref;t samples, please write or call:

Stfllster

, .D

Saturday.
May 21, 1977

!

.

. ,= f

~
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MacCAFFERTY'S
BAR & RESTAURANT
788 Grand Ave.

PROM BALLROOM

D

$8.00/$14.00 couples

95 Sherburne, Suite 203
St. Paul, Mlnne1ota 55103

(612) 296-8239

G'10duotimt
DINNER DANCE

is1

I

d!i,
!P{
I I.

i

I

227-7328

Swcdluj BIUUfclt
IO a.M. to. 2 p.Nl

ENTERTAINM.ENT NITELY

IRISH BRIGADE
throughout May

THE IRISH PUB OF THE TWIN CITIES
• FREE USE OF OUR PARTY ROOM

•
•
•
•
•

Full menu, lunch & dinner
Gulnneu -'! harp on tap
lrlsh newspapers dally
1rJ1h entertainment Tue.-Sat.
A stone's throw from WIiiiam Mitchell
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